**DUOLUX® FEATURES**

- Eliminates the visible line associated with conventional Bifocals
- Smooth transition from distance to near with no image jump
- No corridor or intermediate zone
- Available in a wide array of materials
- Can be individually optimized per patient unique POW

**Benefits of Duolux®**

**Safer:** No image jump, separation of image, or image distortion along the eyes natural path from distance to near.

**Comfortable:** Every day our eyes move up and down hundreds of time between distance and near vision. The Duolux® Leisure provides a continuity of image as the eye moves constantly up and down. The eyes effortlessly just **Zooms in and Zooms out.**

**Aesthetically Appealing:** No visible line or segment outline on the front or the backside of the lens.

**Target Market**

Duolux® Business was designed to address the lined-bifocal market. It is a true bifocal replacement for the conventional Flat Top and Curved Top 28 lens products and provides an excellent premium alternative for business wearers.

Duolux® Business features a totally undistorted distance visual field and a large near visual field which provided maximum comfort for daily business use.

---

Conventional bifocals have been around for over two hundred years. However, these types of lenses have some limitations that make them unappealing to the patient. The visible line typically associated with age and the annoying image jump from distance to near. To address the no-line bifocal market QLDS has created the first true digital bifocal design Duolux®. This new design eliminates all undesirable inherent issues of the conventional bifocal. Now bifocal wearers can enjoy the ultimate in safety, comfort and appearance in the widest range of materials in the market.